Climate monitoring and heat and cold waves detection over France using a new spatialization of daily temperature extremes from 1947 to present
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Abstract. For many years real-time climate monitoring for temperature over France has been performed using a national index built by averaging the daily mean temperatures of constant subset of 30 stations with long-term series. In order to derive climate indices at finer scales, a spatialization of extreme daily temperatures (called ANASTASIA) had been produced on a 1 km regular grid using a regression-kriging method. The production covers 1947 to present period. Cross-validation shows low biases after the 1960s. The temporal homogeneity of the product is satisfying at the national scale from the 1970s. However, a high impact of the network density has been found and the use of a too coarse observation network deteriorates the analysis creating temporal heterogeneities. Finally, the ANASTASIA analysis has been used for real-time monitoring over France and detection of heat and cold wave episodes. The new products based on ANASTASIA are consistent with the current operational ones at national scale while bringing added values at local scales.

1 Introduction

Real-time monitoring of climate variables is crucial at global, national but also local scales. The characterisation of climate events at several scales is not easy and it requires the use of diagnostics or indices able to synthesise useful information. In France, at the national scale, air temperature monitoring (https://donneespubliques.meteo.fr/donnees_libres/bulletins/BCM/201903.pdf, last access: 6 August 2019, p. 3) is currently performed thanks to an index (called “national thermic index”) described in Sect. 3.2. At the local scale, monitoring is done using time series at observation stations.

In the meantime more and more temperature gridded products are available at kilometric resolution: from regional reanalysis (Soci et al., 2013) or from observation gridded dataset (Haylock et al., 2008; Lussana et al., 2016; Frei, 2014; Hiebl and Frei, 2016). Those gridded products are useful for real-time climate monitoring (https://climate.copernicus.eu/climate-bulletins, last access: 6 August 2019), and new indices can be based on the aggregation of that kind of gridded analyses.

This article describes a new spatial analysis of daily minimum and maximum temperatures developed at Météo-France (called ANASTASIA for “ANalyse Spatiale des Température de Surface avec Initialisation Aurelhy”) available at a 1 km resolution over France from 1947 to present days. This analysis is done using a regression-kriging method described in Sect. 2. Evaluation and assessment of the temporal homogeneity of this product is shown in Sect. 3. Two applications (real-time climate monitoring and heat/cold wave detection) using this new dataset are presented in Sect. 4.

2 Methodology

The developed methodology needed to be applicable from 1947 to present days in order to cover an extreme heat wave event which occurred during summer 1947 over France (Blanchet, 2014; Sanson, 1948a, b). It benefits from two sources of information available over this period :
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– In situ observations of daily minimum and maximum temperatures with available observations amount varying from around 250 in 1947 to around 2500 from the 2000s.

– Monthly climatological fields of daily minimum and maximum temperatures produced on a 1 km regular grid using the Aurelhy method (Benichou and Le Breton, 1987) applied over the 1981–2010 period (Canellas et al., 2014). This is an interpolation that takes the statistical relationship between orography and temperature at climatological time scale into account.

The ANASTASIA analysis is performed every day using a regression-kriging method (Hengl et al., 2007):

– A linear regression between the daily observations and the monthly climatological field at the observation locations is done, the linear model formula obtained is applied on each grid cell producing a first spatialized field.

– Regression residuals at the observation stations are interpolated through a kriging method using an exponential variogram model. It has been chosen to vary the variogram range along the considered time period to deal with heterogeneities in the observation network density. This allows to obtain large enough samples in each distance class. The followings ranges are used: 300 km between 1947 and 1976, 250 km between 1976 and 1985, 200 km between 1986 and 1993, 100 km from 1994. Note that a single variogram is used across the country. Indeed producing several fields (one per region) would impose joining them to maintain spatial consistency, which is not an easy task. Using a single variogram also allows to reduce the computational cost that is important for real-time production. Once the variogram is determined, ordinary kriging is done using 30 stations in the neighbourhood, a number chosen to have enough observations data over the range of the variogram.

– The final spatialized field is the addition of the two previous spatialized fields.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Scores

The daily dataset has been produced from 1947 to present days. A leave-one-out cross-validation method is used in order to evaluate the quality of the spatial analysis with a subset of validation stations varying from ∼ 70 to ∼ 150 along the period. Two statistical criteria are used to quantify the performance: the bias and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Results on Fig. 1 show the impact of the observation network density over the quality of the analysis:

– RMSE decrease from ∼ 2 °C at the beginning of the covered period for both variables to reach ∼ 1.1/∼ 1.4 °C for maximum/minimum temperature in the last 20 years.

– Before 1960 bias is around 0.6 °C for maximum temperature and ∼−0.3 °C for minimum temperature. But during the 1960’s it is reduced with better values for minima (∼ −0.15 °C) than for maxima (∼ +0.25 °C).

3.2 Temporal homogeneity

A way to evaluate the temporal homogeneity is to compare our production at a national scale with the current operational national thermic index used as a reference in this study.

This index, available since 1900 at monthly time scale (and since 1947 at daily time scale), is computed by averaging temperatures from a constant subset of 30 stations. They have been selected for having long-term series, being spread all over the country (cf. Fig. 3) and located in flat areas (maximum elevation 865 m). This index is known to be homogeneous at monthly to annual time scale in comparison with homogeneous long-term series (Gibelin et al., 2014).

ANASTASIA gridded analysis for both minimum and maximum temperatures have been aggregated at the national scale (averaging grid cell values over France) to produce a new index. In addition an index for mean temperature has been calculated averaging minimum and maximum temperatures indices. Monthly and annual anomalies of these three indices have been computed (with respect to the 1981–2010 climate normals). Those anomalies compared with anomalies based on the current national thermic index inform about the homogeneity of ANASTASIA based indices.

At the annual time scale, the maximum temperature anomalies differences are closed to zero from the 1970s but much higher before. For minimum (respectively mean) temperature, results are more satisfying than for maximum temperature with absolute differences lower than 0.2° (respectively 0.1°) since the 1950s (cf. Fig. 2). Results are similar at a monthly time scale (not shown). Note that even if low differences are obtained from the 1970s, it still remains some oscillations and trends. So this dataset should not be used to compute trends to quantify the impact of climate change on temperature.

4 Applications

Two main applications using the ANASTASIA analysis have been set up.

4.1 Real-time monitoring

ANASTASIA analysis is operated every day enabling the monitoring of thermic anomalies over France, daily anoma-
Figure 1. Evolution of bias (dashed curve) and RMSE (plain line) from 1947 to 2018 for minimum (in blue) and maximum (in red) temperatures. The number of stations used for cross validation is represented with the black plain line.

Figure 2. Differences between annual anomalies from the national thermic index and annual anomalies from ANASTASIA production over 1947–2018 period for minimum temperature (in blue), maximum temperature (in red) and mean temperature (in black).

Figure 3. Spatialization of maximum temperature 4 August 2018 over France from ANASTASIA analysis over France. Black dots correspond to stations used to compute the national thermic index.
lies of minimum and maximum temperatures are obtained using daily pseudo-normals (1981–2010). To compute daily pseudo-normals we use a modified Fourier analysis of the usual monthly normals (1981–2010). This is done in order to have smoother values than the usual computation method which consists in averaging daily values over the normal period and which can lead to somewhat noisy values.

The ANASTASIA based national index can be compared with the reference thermic index (cf. Sect. 3.2). For instance, last 2018 summer the two time series of daily indices proved to be highly correlated, with a correlation exceeding 0.99. The evolutions of the daily anomalies obtained for both productions are also highly correlated (0.99) and the same days are found above or below the pseudo-normals in both productions.

One advantage of the new indices is the higher spatial resolution: while the current thermic index provides only information at a national scale, a local scale monitoring of temperature is now possible. Precise maps (cf. Fig. 3) can be produced (temperatures in the mountainous area are finely depicted, coastal effects are better represented etc.) and climate diagnostics can be derived at local spatial scales. For example, last 2018 summer was recorded as the 2nd hottest summer at the national scale for both minimum (+1.6°C) and maximum (+2.1°C) temperature. Thanks to ANASTASIA analysis, the main affected areas can be located more precisely. The 2018 summer minimum temperature anomaly (cf. Fig. 4) has been the highest since 1947 for 6 counties. The maximum temperature anomaly did not reach the first rank but the second one in many counties in the Northeastern France (cf. Fig. 5).

4.2 Ability to detect heat and cold waves

4.2.1 Method

The method used to detect heat/cold wave fully described by Ouzeau et al. (2016) is based upon three settings: the temperature threshold beyond which an event is detected ($S_{\text{pic}}$), the threshold that defines the beginning and the end of the heat/cold wave ($S_{\text{deb}}$), and the interruption threshold ($S_{\text{int}}$) which allows merging two consecutive episodes without a significant drop/increase in temperature (cf. Fig. 6). The temperature used is the mean temperature defined as the average of the daily minimum and maximum temperature. $S_{\text{pic}}$, $S_{\text{deb}}$ and $S_{\text{int}}$ threshold values are defined as three percentiles of the temperature distribution: 99.5, 97.5 and 95 for heat waves; 0.5, 2.5 and 5 for coldwaves. The heat/cold waves detection have been applied from 1947 with thresholds determined with percentiles computed over 1981–2010 period.
Figure 7. 3-D graphic representations of heat waves (1947–2018 period) over France for the current reference (a) and for ANASTASIA production (b). Each bubble represents a heat wave event: the duration (x-axis), the maximum temperature (y-axis), the global intensity (diameter of each bubble) and the year can be found on the graphic.

4.2.2 Results

At the national scale, waves detected with ANASTASIA analysis are compared with the ones obtained with current reference indices. Waves can be ordinated in terms of duration, maximum temperature and global intensity (cf. Fig. 7). For heat waves, the number of detected waves is quite similar (39 vs. 41) and waves ranking for each criterion is also quite close (same results for cold waves, not shown). The slight differences are due to representativeness differences between time series used to detect waves. Using ANASTASIA data enables to take into account temperature over the whole country (including mountainous and coastal areas) while the current reference only depends on 30 specific stations. In particular, this explains why:

- For the 2003’s heat wave, the difference between the two maximum temperatures reaches 1.2° C. Indeed, the warmest day of the episod (5 August) did not affect
Figure 8. Duration (number of days) of the 2018 heat wave county per county.

Figure 9. Rank per county in term of global intensity for the 2018 heat wave. White colour corresponds to a county with no wave detected.
equally the 30 stations used by the current reference and the whole country.

- The duration of the 2006’s heat wave is 3 d shorter with ANASTASIA than with the current reference. Indeed, the daily mean temperature on 27 July 2006 exceeded the Sdeb threshold by 0.04 °C with the current reference while it was below this threshold by only 0.2 °C with ANASTASIA. So the wave’s last day was 27 July for ANASTASIA while it continued until 30 July for the current reference.

- ANASTASIA analysis provides information at local spatial scales and enables to precise the area affected by a heat wave. The last 2018 heat wave lasted longer in eastern France (cf. Fig. 8). North-eastern France and some counties of the Mediterranean region was affected by a wave that reached the second or the third rank in terms of global intensity (cf. Fig. 9). In comparison, the Atlantic coast was much less affected.

### 5 Conclusion and perspectives

The ANASTASIA analysis of daily minimum and maximum temperatures uses a regression-kriging method with in situ observations and monthly climatological fields as input data. The 1 km gridded analysis over France covers more than 70 years starting in 1947 (this dataset is available upon request to the author for research purposes only). Due to the evolution of the observation network density since 1947 the quality of the analysis is not constant with relatively high bias before the 1960s, and RMSE being steadily reduced from 1947 to present years. In addition, heterogeneities are detected at national scale along the period in comparison to the national thermic index known as homogeneous. Nevertheless, comparisons with current operational products used for temperature monitoring over France show good results for present and recent past periods. Moreover ANASTASIA analysis enables to get information at final space scales than before. This was illustrated in this paper for the 2018 summer characterisation.

Further works could concern the improvement of the methodology (e.g. adding new relevant predictors, dealing with non-linear temperature altitudinal profiles in mountainous area etc.). However, the impact of the detected heterogeneities on the indices used for real-time applications will be first investigated. Indeed the evolution of the observation network density during the 20th century may induce gaps in the indices homogeneity even with a more accurate spatialization method. A first step could be to compare the ANASTASIA based indices with those computed from a spatialization using the same number of observing stations over time.
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